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An Analytical and Research Study of Russian Fiction's High Era
The beginning of Russian literature started from religious songs , but

after the foundation of church ,the tradition of translation of  religious

scholar's sayings , preaching , and copies of letters was set .The great

Russian writers used their energies to translate foreign books in 18th

and 19th century . Prose was dominating up till 19th century . In this

period novel , fiction and drama were presented to us with a new form .

Belanski, Charnisheoshi, Pimsimski, Goncharof, Lurmintof , POshkin,

Gogool , Tarkhniof , Dastofski and three representatives of this exalted

period Tolystoy , Chekhof  Khorki emphasized the subject of the life of

the people .They addressed  social and economical problems of the

people in their novels and fiction .By clarifying worldly characteristics of

Russian literature , we see a dreadful form of realism in this period.  A

short but excellent history of Russian period encircled on century  which

is the 19th century according to Jesus cylinder . In this century excellent

literature was created . We can hardly see such a kind of huge and

excellent creation of literature in the worlds.
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" The romantic poet Vasily Zhukovsky is celebrated for several

translations or adaptations that major poems in their own right,

including versions of the English poet Thomas Gray's elegy

written in a country church yard (1802 and 1839), Homer's

Odyssey (completed 1847), and lord byrons's the prisoner of

chillon: (1822)." 
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The New Encyclopedia Britannica, Helem Benton Publishers 
1943-1973, Page, 187.
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